The Young Hoosier Book Award encourages self-selected reading among elementary and middle school children. By allowing students to vote for their favorite books, media professionals hope that more students would be motivated to read more newly published books.

2022-2023 Winners:

Picture Book: *Kitty and Dragon* by Meika Hashimoto
Intermediate: *Millionaires for the Month* by Stacy McAnulty
Middle: *City Spies* by James Ponti

2021-2022 Winners:

Picture Book: *Llama Destroys the World* by Jonathan Stutzman
Intermediate: *Lifeboat 12* by Susan Hood
Middle: *Pretend She’s Here* by Luanne Rice

2020-2021 Winners:

Picture Book: *The Legend of Rock, Paper, Scissors* by Drew Daywalt
Intermediate: *RESTART* by Gordon Korman
Middle: *Refugee* by Alan Gratz

For the full list of past years’ nominees and winners, go to https://www.ilfonline.org/yhba